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Tartarus - Wikipedia
In classic Greek mythology, below Heaven, Earth, and Pontus is
Tartarus, or Tartaros (Greek 'deep Many, but not all of the
Titans, were cast into Tartarus.
Tartarus - Wikipedia
In classic Greek mythology, below Heaven, Earth, and Pontus is
Tartarus, or Tartaros (Greek 'deep Many, but not all of the
Titans, were cast into Tartarus.
TARTARUS - Pit Beneath the Earth of Greek Mythology
In Greek mythology, Tartarus is the deep abyss that is used as
a dungeon of torment and suffering for the wicked and as the
prison for the Titans. Tartarus is the.
Tartarus - The Abyss - Crystalinks
In Greek mythology, the Titans and Titanesses were a race of
deities: members of the second The Titans were imprisoned in
Tartarus after the war had ended. Tartarus is said to be the
deepest part of the Underworld and the place where the .

TITANS (Titanes) - Elder Gods of Greek Mythology
Every titan who sided with Cronos: Crius, Iapetus, Coeus and
Hyperion ( obviously Cronos himself as well). That leaves out
Prometheus, Epimetheus, Oceanus.

Tartarus was built to hold the titans, specifically Kronos. It
is compromised of many stairways and ruined temples, all of
which connect to an enormous diamond.

She mated with her son Uranus to produce the remaining Titans.
Cronus and the other Titans, defeat them, and banish them to
Tartarus in the underworld.
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He was probably identified with the Kouretes CuretesKronos or
Olymbros. Kolossi Castle is a medieval castle located on the
island of Cyprus.
LedbyKronos,fiveofthesixbrothers,laidanambushfortheirfather,seizi
At the bottom of this pit lie the Titansthe twin sons of
Aloeusand many other sinners. Grant Roman mythographer C2nd A.
Tartarus,bycontrastdoesnotgetthistypeoftreatmentinthemyths.Aeschy
Prometheus Bound ff trans. In the Cretan tradition, the
Titanes were portrayed as agrarian gods who lived in the
vicinity of Knossos Cnossus in Krete Crete where they ruled
over mankind during the Golden Age.
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